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The G-Tag
4th May 2021
A NEW PARADIGM IN COMMUNITY SAFETY TO SAVE THE GOVERNMENT
MILLIONS.

INCREASE GOVERNMENT REVENUE BY $250M P/A..
The G-Tag System will









Increase state revenue.
Be cost positive.
Save Lives.
Reduce crime.
Reduce resource costs for Law enforcement.
Provide the Courts with broader sanctions that work.
Generate 100's of jobs.
Substantially boost the State economy.

A G-Tag is
A small electronic device the approximate size of a cigarette package
that fitted to vehicles inconspicuously capable of emitting a GPS
signal and receiving a Telco Signal to interpose on the vehicle's
electronics. Technology currently exists.
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This imposition on the vehicle electronics can either reduce the
vehicle's performance to 'Limp Home Mode' or the vehicle can be
'Immobilised'.
No damage to the vehicle occurs, and the vehicle can be reactivated
as required.

G-Tag Control
To house computing capacity and administration for the operations
of the G-Tag a secure standalone facility would be required.
The facility does not have to be in the CBD and would be suitably
located in the outer suburbs.

G-Tag Operations
The G-Tag system requires a Control Facility operating 24/7 to
manage the operations of the system.
As there is a Police operational Command component, the staffing
for the Control Room, for want of a term, would be predominantly
drawn from Police resources and integrated into the police
communications network.
The debt recovery process would not need sworn police; however,
integrating both aspects of the system will take careful planning.

G-Tag additional outlying outcomes.
Manufacturing opportunity
The supply of the actual G-Tag is an opportunity for locally-based
manufacturing to develop as the suppliers. As other jurisdictions
pick up on this initiative, the manufacturing will be ongoing.

Motor vehicle Service Industry.
The installation of the G-Tag will provide Licensed Roadworthy
Testers and Vehicle dealerships to achieve a substantial boost that
would last for a number of years before tapering to a degree.

Disasters
The ability to track a vehicle's historical movements would be an
invaluable tool for contact tracers in the current Pandemic. The
application of this resource to natural or human caused disasters is
very evident.
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Security
Having the ability to track and secure a vehicle would be a valuable
national security advantage as vehicles are becoming more
weaponised.
The life of a Judge, a Politician or a high-profile person from the
private sector or their families can make for a misguided prize for
kidnappers who succumb to ideological or financial gain as their
motivator. A G-Tag could thwart this criminal activity and perhaps
save the life of the victim. This type of crime is inevitable and falls
into the when, rather than the if, category.
The list of community safety and fiscal advantages of this proposal is, in a sense,
only limited by the imagination of the reader.
The G-Tag would inevitably go down as one of the most significant achievements in
public administration.

Ivan W Ray
(For and on behalf of the CAA Inc.)

Chief Executive Officer
Executive Secretary
Community Advocacy Alliance Inc
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